


Our latest collaboration is a fresh foray into the interior design space: we've 
collaborated with luxury interiors and lifestyle label FCML on a line of glossy 
ceramic wall tiles that brings a fresh, tropical vibe to any space. 
 
The ‘Nicobar for FCML’ capsule is a whimsical one, with flora, fauna, and 
motifs picked out from India's lush and vast coastline and reinterpreted in 
our signature Nicobar style. Plus a cool and soothing pale�e of teal, ivory, 
grey, and ochre will add life to both indoor and outdoor spaces, from sunlit 
patios and bars, to tables, kitchen islands or verandas.
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A slice of the tropics
Our latest collaboration is with Nicobar, a modern Indian lifestyle brand, on a 
line of glossy ceramic wall tiles that bring a fresh, tropical vibe to any space. 

The ‘Nicobar for FCML’ capsule is a whimsical one, with flora, fauna, and 
motifs picked out from India’s lush and vast coastline and reinterpreted in the 
signature Nicobar style. Plus, a cool and soothing palette of teal, ivory, grey, 
and ochre will add life to both indoor and outdoor spaces, from sunlit patios 
and bars, to tables, kitchen islands or verandas.



“We’re always endeavouring to bring the most inspiring designs to your 
walls and floors, and this latest collection is an exciting step towards 
exactly that. The Nicobar for FCML collection heroes a tropical state of 
mind.

As a brand, we have always held the belief that collaboration is the spirit 
that pushes the boundaries of design. Ten  years ago we began working 
with Indian brands to create interiors made for India and by India. With its 
modern Indian aesthetic, Nicobar’s designs offer a fresh perspective on 
contemporary interiors and FCML is proud to bring this collection to our 
customers as yet another innovation with a global heart and native 
roots.”  

- Abhinav Khandelwal,
Managing Director, FCML

From our partners at FCMLOur Journey



“Since 2011 we’ve collaborated with India’s most renowned designers to 
bring their visual aesthetic to our customer’s spaces and surfaces. With 
Nicobar for FCML, we are exploring sharp colours and intricate graphics, 
all underscored by a tropical theme. 

We have also paid special aention to sustainability and utility in this 
collection with the use of eco-friendly pigments and recycled water. The 
finish is designed for easy cleaning and maintenance ensuring that the 
product not only delivers on style but also durability.’’

- Poonam Gupta,
Director, FCML Surfaces



Over the horizon - Ochre

Weight: 0.5 kg. (Each)
Size: 148X148mm (Each)MRP (Single Tile):        302

MRP (Per Sq.):           1,281  ₹
₹

A chic stripey crescent moon presides 
over a swaying tropical oasis.
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- This warm golden shade naturally
   lightens and brightens any space; it  
   makes a perfect skirting in a child’s room.
- Place them to frame a mirror on a wall
  or be�er still, frame a mirror with these. 
- In a kitchen, this cheerful hue can
  promote a feeling of hospitality; add 
  a few rows of these tiles to frame a
  kitchen window or as a backsplash. 
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Over the horizon - White

Weight: 0.5 kg. (Each)
Size: 148X148mm (Each)MRP (Single Tile):        302

MRP (Per Sq.):           1,281  ₹
₹

A chic stripey crescent moon presides 
over a swaying tropical oasis.
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NICOBAR IVORY MIX



A chic stripey crescent moon presides over a
swaying tropical oasis.

- If your style is modern and minimal, these
ivory tiles are understated yet striking
enough to enhance your favourite space;
use them in your washrooms along a wall,
behind the sink, or in a striking pa�ern in
the shower cubicle.

- Take these tiles outdoors; use them inset
on a table top or bar trolley, or to adorn
an alfresco bar.



A day in Madagascar - Teal

Weight: 0.5 kg. (Each)
Size: 148X148mm (Each)MRP (Single Tile):        302

MRP (Per Sq�.):           1,281  ₹
₹

A coastal paradise mood complete with solid
and stripe accent tiles. 
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- The lovely thing about this shade is that it can be elegant and fresh, or cheery and domestic,
  and can be used in larger numbers without appearing dominant. 
- This shades’ association with water makes it a popular choice for washrooms or water bodies;
  we particularly love it in pools. 
- Use these tiles as your main feature on a wall in the balcony, partially eclipsed with your
  favourite plants.



A day in Madagascar - Taupe

Weight: 0.5 kg. (Each)
Size: 148X148mm (Each)MRP (Single Tile):        302

MRP (Per Sq�.):           1,281  ₹
₹

A coastal paradise mood complete with solid
and stripe accent tiles. 



Over the horizon- Ochre
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EVENING GLORY NICOBAR TAUPE MIX



- In the right se�ing, grey makes a subtle
and sophisticated background, perfect
to complement a fireplace or as a
single file skirting with wooden flooring.

- Use these tiles to create pa�erns on
your closet cupboard.

- First impressions are lasting; switch
things up by framing your main door
with these.



Mix, match, play

Whether you’re designing a room from scratch or want 
to refresh a favourite nook, mix and match these 6x6 
inch tiles. Our tiles are available in sets of 10, so play 
around with layouts and colour combinations keeping 
that in mind. 

Cra�ed with eco-friendly pigments and recycled water 
during the production process, our tiles are made with 
minimum impact to mama Earth. They’re incredibly 
versatile and durable as well; from super-bold to more 
subtle, there's a lot you can achieve with some thought-
ful design and should you need help with yours, our 
design team are happy to make recommendations or 
help answer any queries you may have.
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To place an order:
- Head to your nearest FCML or Nicobar store and place an

order in person.
- Alternatively,	fill	out	our	enquiry	form	and	someone	from
our	team	will	get	in	touch	to	help.

- You	can	also	call	the	FCML	Sales	Team	at	+91	8130795071
or	write	to	us	at	nicoxfcml@gmail.com



Delhi	 Vasant	Vihar	I	Ambience	Mall,	Gurgaon	
Khan	Market	I	Chanakyapuri

Mumbai	 Palladium	I	Kala	Ghoda	I	Bandra

Bangalore Lavelle Road

Hyderabad Banjara Hills

Chennai	 Thousand	Lights

Nicobar Islands

Collection	now	at	ikigaisurfaces.com or visit us at any of the below mentioned addresses.

FCML Stores

Delhi	 Sultanpur,	MG	Road

Mumbai	 S/10,	Shakti	Mill	Lane,	
Mahalaxmi

Bangalore	 80	Feet	Road,	Indiranagar

Pune	 Mangalwar	Peth	Lane




